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Outline

The European approach for regulating prices for fixed access market 

‒ how to choose costing and pricing methodologies in relation to
investments’ incentives in VHCNs?

Cost-based tariff definition in Italy:

− BU-LRIC model for copper fixed access (2010-2012) 

− BU-LRIC model for copper/fibre fixed access (2013-2017)
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Issue: regulation and investments
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Issue: regulation and investments

The ambitious objectives of EU Digital Agenda adopted for 2020:

‒ 100% coverage 30Mbps+ Next Generation Access (NGA) connection

‒ 50% subscribed to a 100Mbps+ service by 2020

Additional goals set for 2025:

‒ 1 Gbps for all schools, transport hubs and main providers of public
services and digitally intensive enterprises,

‒ at least 100 Mbps (upgradable to 1 Gbps) for all EU households,

‒ uninterrupted 5G coverage for urban areas, major roads and
railways.

The dilemma of the regulator: protect competition, not hamper
investment
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• Directive (EU) 2018/1972 of 11 December 2018 established the European Electronic

Communications Code EECC (to be transposed at national level in two years at latest)

• EECC consolidates and amends the current Framework, Access, Authorisation,

Universal Service Directives.

• A principal objective of the Code is to foster investments in these new Very High

Capacity Networks (VHCNs).

• VHCN is essentially about investments in fibre:

─ in the case of fixed networks, “Fibre to the Home” or “Fibre to the Building”;

─ in the case of mobile networks, “Fibre to the Base Station”.

• EECC objective is still the balance between the importance of maintaining (inter-

platform) competition, and the need for massive investments.

European Electronic Communications Code
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NGA coverage in EU, 2013
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Defining prices for access markets services

Commission Recommendation 2014/710/EU of 9 October 2014 on relevant product and

service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante

regulation:

‒ Market 1: Wholesale call termination on individual public telephone networks

provided at a fixed location

‒ Market 2: Wholesale voice call termination on individual mobile networks

‒ Market 3: (a) Wholesale local access provided at a fixed location, (b)

Wholesale central access provided at a fixed location for mass-market products

‒ Market 4: Wholesale high-quality access provided at a fixed location

Regulation of Market 3(a) includes pricing control over wholesale access services:

LLU/SLU and VULA are the most important services for competition on fixed networks

LLU pricing has been the most important lever for the regulators in EU
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Lower whs/ret prices → push demand side

Higher whs/ret prices → push supply side (investments)

To set access prices, the first point is to choose a methodology reflecting the regulatory

objectives

The choice of the costing methodology is determined by: regulatory objectives and market

conditions.

Regulatory objectives can be focused on retail competition (demand-side) or on wholesale

competition (supply-side).

Wholesale competition includes both competition based on several infrastructures as well as

access-based competition (following the ladder of investment principle).

Objectives are interlinked (supply-side, demand-side), but usually:

The European approach (before EC Rec. of Sept 2013)
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The European approach

• Each NRA may prioritize the different objectives of the regulatory framework
in the light of market circumstances, which change over time.

• 1 – prevent excessive pricing at the

wholesale and retail levels

• 2 – promote investment in alternative

infrastructures preserving intra-platform

competition (ULL)

• 3 – as the situation above, with the

additional issue of migration to consider

• 4 – where the market is characterized by

a sufficient inter-platform competition, the

focus is on stimulating demand
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The European approach

• When referring to the costs of the wholesale access product in order to set its charges, the cost
modelling process consists of defining the relevant annual costs of the underlying assets
(CAPEX) and the recurring operating costs (OPEX).

• There are four main stages leading from the determination of the cost stack to the pricing of
regulated services:

‒ the choice of relevant asset base

‒ the choice of the relevant cost annualisation method

‒ the choice of the relevant cost allocation method

‒ the choice of the relevant price control method

• The first three stages deal with costing whereas the last stage deals with pricing.
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The European approach

The choice of the asset base

• A top-down (TD) approach, where the historically accounted (= actually incurred) costs of the
regulated operator’s asset base are usually taken as the starting point

• A bottom-up (BU) approach assuming the current costs of a generic and/or efficient operator
would incur in order to provide the same wholesale service, based on an economic and/or
engineering model (analytical cost model).

• Charges calculated over operator’s books, might include inefficient costs incurred by the
incumbent that should not be recovered from competitors

• Conversely, the value of some assets might be largely depreciated, but still in use and then the
net asset value in the books do not represent their economic values
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The European approach

The choice of the cost annualisation method

• Investment costs are recorded for a given year whereas the corresponding assets are employed
over time by the firms.

• Different methods spread investment costs over time and result in a series of annualised costs for
each asset. Regulated prices are set with reference to these costs.

• A first family of cost annualisation methodologies annualise investment costs based on constant
depreciation. The depreciation share is stable and the cost of capital share decreases over time.
This results in decreasing annuities.

• Constant depreciations not readjusted for price evolution are referred to as “linear depreciation”
and are used within the “historical cost accounting” (HCA) method.

• Constant depreciation readjusted for price evolution is “current cost accounting” (CCA).
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The European approach

The choice of the cost annualisation method

• A second family annualise investment costs based on constant annuities. So, the
depreciation share increases from year to year and the cost of capital share decreases
proportionally from year to year. This results in stable annuities.

• Constant annuities not readjusted for price evolution are referred to as “constant annuities”.
Constant annuities readjusted for price evolution are “tilted annuities”.

• A third family annualise investment costs readjusting annuities based on, for example, the
evolution of demand for the underlying product or on the expected revenues the operator will
get from the underlying wholesale product:

‒ economic depreciation (ED) when constant annuities are adjusted to the scale of demand
and changes in prices in such a way as to obtain stable unit costs.

‒ discounted cash flows (DCF) adjusts annuities based on the business plan and the
expected revenues of the operator.
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The European approach

The choice of the cost allocation method

• As telecommunications operators are multi-product firms, after having determined their
annual costs following the annualisation method, it is necessary to allocate the operator a
share of the total costs to the different wholesale products

• In a fully distributed costs methodology (Fully Allocated Costs - FAC), the whole set of
costs incurred by the regulated operator are allocated to products following allocation
rules determined by the direct or indirect causality of costs with products. This results in
a cost signal proper to the regulated firm as it also includes “fixed” and common costs.

• A fully distributed cost approach results in a price signal consistent with the recorded
investments incurred by the firm (as all the costs of production are accounted for in the
cost base), but may potentially induce the firm to perform inefficiently.

• In an incremental costs methodology, only costs that would not be incurred if the
incremental service was no longer produced by the operator are considered. This results
in a cost signal less consistent with the accounted costs of the regulated operator.
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The European approach

The choice of the relevant price control method :

• In order to cost and price each asset composing a wholesale product, NRAs select i) the asset
base, ii) the annualisation method, iii) the cost allocation method and iv) the price control
method.

• These choices may be influenced by a regulatory approach which is more supply-side or demand-
side oriented, but may be also largely dependent on the national market circumstances, to the
availability of information on costs etc..

• The regulatory pricing decision also includes consideration of the time period of the price control
and (automatic) adjustments during its duration.
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The European approach

Cost modelling 
and pricing process
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The European approach
Pricing and costing

decision matrix

Forward-looking CCA/LRIC approach ensures 

an efficient (undistorted) make-or-buy decision 

thus ensuring efficient investment giving 

incentives to all market players.

Properties of CCA/LRIC are still fit to handle the 

transition towards NGA roll-out

The majority of NRAs is using the combination 

of CCA/LRIC.

EU Recommend BU-LRIC in the Costing

Recommendation of 2013
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EU APPROACH TO ACCESS PRICING SINCE EU Rec (2013)
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The European approach (since EC Rec. of Sept 2013) 1/2

EC Recommendation on consistent non-discrimination and costing
methodologies of September 11, 2013 (“Rec”)

• Aim and scope: i) increase legal certainty and predictability; ii) enhance the single
e-com market; iii) promote competition; iv) foster investments in NGA networks in
a technologically neutral manner.

Main pillars

• Stability in wholesale access prices for copper networks, via:

− an harmonized costing methodology approach (BU-LRIC+);

− a target price range for copper ULL prices (€8 and €10).
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The European approach 2/2

EU Costing Recommendation

• Replicability of new retail high-speed internet offers of vertically integrated
regulated (or SMP) operators, via:

− a stringent form of ND (EoI) is considered proportionate (particularly for NGA
services);

• Incentive to investment, via non-imposition of regulated wholesale access prices
(pricing flexibility for active and passive services) on NGA networks, subject to
competition safeguards, if:

− EoI and technical and economic replicability obligations are imposed;

− copper anchor price and/or infrastructure competition are demonstrated.
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The European approach: current situation
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The European approach: current situation
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The European approach: current situation
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The European approach: current situation
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The European approach: current situation
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NGA coverage in EU, 2018
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The new (December 2018) Electronic European

Code of Communications (EECC)
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• The Code seeks to lower entry barriers and enable investments by lowering the costs

of networks’ deployment by enhanced sharing of civil infrastructures of non-SMP

operators and also non-TLC operators

− if replication of network elements would be economically inefficient or physically impracticable,

regulators may require providers to grant access to bottlenecks (wiring and cables and associated

facilities inside buildings or up to the first concentration or, if deemed necessary, beyond that first point)

• The Code also seeks to create incentives to investment by ensuring lighter access

regulatory conditions and higher return.

− under certain (strict) conditions, an SMP-provider that enters into co-investment

agreements (e.g. co-ownership or long-term risk sharing) with its competitors,

may be subject to lighter regulation or exempted from SMP regulation altogether.

− wholesale-only providers can only be subjected to a limited set of obligations

(non-discrimination, access and “fair and reasonable pricing”).

European Electronic Communications Code
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AGCOM APPROACH TO ACCESS PRICING BEFORE EU REC. OF 
SEPT 2013 

(2009-2012)
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Agcom pricing methodology before 2009

Services Pricing

LLU FDC/HCA

Shared Access – SA FDC/HCA

Sub loop unbundling – SLU -

Bitstream shared Retail minus (-20%)

Bitstream naked Retail minus (-20%)

Bitstream symmetric Retail minus (-20%)

WLR POTS residential Retail minus (-12%)

WLR POTS business Retail minus (-12%)

Copper services

Until 2009, Agcom adopted:

– FDC/HCA for LLU
– retail minus for WLR
– retail minus for bitstream 
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Regulatory objectives in 2009

In the middle of a structural and technological change: transition from 

copper to fiber-based networks.

AGCOM’s regulatory strategy was inspired by the following principles:

‒ need to send correct make or buy signals to the market players, prices should

reflect cost of building today an efficient network;

‒ application of the ladder of investment: most operators were on the LLU step of

the ladder, need to move on an higher rung;

‒ need to harmonize: most UE Countries set regulated ULL prices on the basis of

an underlying LRIC model.

AGCOM, with decision n. 731/09/CONS, moved from FDC to BU-LRIC 

methodology in order to set LLU price
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From FDC to LRIC

Country FDC (euro/month) LRIC (euro/month) Variation

Denmark 8,29 10,28 24,00%

Greece 8,1 8,66 6,91%

Sweden 14,11 15,28 8,29%

UK 7,48 11,19 49,60%

Country
Retail minus 

(euro/month)
LRIC (euro/month) Variation

Belgium 11,26 9,29 -17,50%

Denmark Regulator decided to spread the increment (2 euros) over 7 years 

LLU monthly fees
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FDC to LRIC (2012)

Network costs: +21,38%

Maintenance costs: - 20,48% (considering inflation rate)

Marketing costs: -1,87% (considering inflation rate)

Increase of price for LLU (8,49 € to 9,28 €)

Effect of change of metodology
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AGCOM APPROACH TO ACCESS PRICING AFTER THE EU 
RECOMMENDATION 

(2013-2017)
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•Copper pricing:

− update of the BU-LRIC cost model developed in the previous market analysis to

set prices for 2010-2012;

− the original model has been updated in the inputs (demand of services, level of

Opex and WACC for the years 2014-2017) and adapted, in order to deal with the

migration of services toward the NGA network and be compliant with the

Commission Recommendation (Rec).

• NGA pricing:

− a new BU-LRIC cost model (specific for NGA services) has been developed in

collaboration with Nera Economic Consulting;

− cost of NGA services are calculated on the top of the legacy network cost,

assuming an overlay network.

Update of the BU-LRIC model (2013-2017)
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Passive access services – MKT 3a

Access service to a mini-duct – new infrastructure 15 years IRU

Access service to a mini-duct – existing infrastructure 15 years IRU

Access service to the curb section (ducts) 15 years IRU

Dark fibre access service to primary segment 15 years IRU

Dark fibre access service to secondary segment 15 years IRU

Access service to the optical terminating segment monthly rental fee

End to end service monthly rental fee

Active access services – MKT 5

VULA service on FTTcab network – shared line monthly rental fee

VULA service on FTTcab network – naked line monthly rental fee

VULA service on FTTH network - (100 Mbits/10 Mbits) monthly rental fee

VULA service on FTTH network - (40Mbits/40 Mbits) monthly rental fee

VULA service on FTTH network - (100 Mbits/100 Mbits) monthly rental fee

New NGA services

(in addition to copper

services)

Update of the BU-LRIC model (2013-2017)
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• The general costing methodology to be in line with Rec.

• Stability of copper prices is ensured via an overlay approach.

• NGA cost model values all infrastructures at replacement cost, but:

− it only accounts for the incremental cost of provision of NGA services, so

overcompensation is avoided;

− It gives a strong make or buy signal to the market: the SMP operator is

incentivised to migrate customers to the NGA platform, similarly other operators

are incentivised to build their own network.

Update of the BU-LRIC model (2013-2017)
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• Risk premium application

− A risk premium, additional to the WACC value, is applied to valuate assets

used for FTTH and FTTC services (3.20% and 1.20%, respectively).

− FTTC or FTTH risk premium is included in the cost of capital for network

elements used exclusively to provide fibre-based services. This captures

the additional risk of rolling out a NGA network.

− As other assets (such as trenches) which are used by both the fibre and

copper access network will always be required to provide copper based

services, the cost of capital for these network assets does not include an

additional risk premium.

Update of the BU-LRIC model (2013-2017)
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Wholesale prices (2013-2017) based on BU-LRIC models
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Wholesale prices (2013-2017) based on BU-LRIC models
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• New market analysis submitted to EC on June

− Evolution of market situation in Italy

Evolution of market situation in Italy
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• Main elements of variations in the market

− SMP market share decreased under 44% in BB and UBB retail services

− Migration of ADSL lines toward FTTC lines →

▪ reduction of volumes in the primary section of the legacy network (local

exchange to Cab)

▪ increase of volumes in the secondary section of the legacy network (Cab to

customer premises)

− A new alternative network with increasing coverage (Open Fiber, FTTH,

wholesale operator)

− A new FTTH network of the SMP operator with increasing coverage (Flash

Fiber, joint venture TIM-Fastweb)

− Geographic differentiation of the market conditions

Evolution of market situation in Italy
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Conclusions

Lessons learned:

─ Defining regulated tariffs not hampering investments requires different steps

─ The first issue is choosing the correct costing methodology by two key factors: the
prioritisation of the regulatory objectives and prevailing market conditions.

─ When the new costing methodology has been fixed, a smooth transition has to be
ensured in applying the new tariffs, in order to preserve market stability.

─ Cost modelling is a well deployed instrument, but complex to manage: setting
parameters requires transparency with the market.

─ The new EECC paved the way for a new direction of EU Telecom Policy
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THANK YOU!
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